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WIND TULIPS
The Wind Tulip is designed to peacefully and quietly produce clean energy
at low starting speeds from any direction.

THE

The 2-bladed Wind Tulip is more than a beautiful piece of eco-art.
We addressed the problems that kept small wind from being one of the

major worldwide players in renewable energy and shattered myths about
small turbines by tapping into areas where important science was
overlooked.
Our Wind Tulip’s patent-pending and patent-granted aerodynamics make it
much more cost effective than other wind solutions.

TECHNOLOGY

A REVOLUTION IN
SMALL WIND TURBINES
Unlike other turbines, Wind Tulips are optimized to enhance your
living and working environments, as an energy solution that
respects efficiency, aesthetics, and the natural world.

EFFICIENT
Wind Tulips start at 1.2 meters of wind
speed per second; while other turbines
start at 3.

BIRD
FRIENDLY
Birds can see and avoid them easily.

SILEN
T
No more noise than the wind.

CLUSTER EFFECT
Clustered together, Wind Tulips make each
other perform better by 20-50%.

OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS
Our innovations give small vertical axis drag-type wind turbines a
powerful role to play in the transition to clean energy.

OUR PRODUCTS

ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE OF LIVING WITH
SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY
THE MINI
Measuring 1 meter, this compact and light model is ideal for off-grid projects, installations, and campers.
Despite being the smallest model, it bears a patented design that ensures unrivalled efficiency. The
perfect solution for off-grid solutions with low energy requirements.

3-METER MODEL
The 3-meter model is the most popular choice for smaller uses and residences, but they still have the
cluster effect that enables you to reduce the carbon footprint of a home or small business and tie several
into one battery and inverter; they are the perfect match between cost-efficiency and productivity. Thanks
to its compact size, the turbine can be installed on the ground or on strong enough roofs. Its blades are
made of fiberglass, it comes with a powerful generator, a charge controller, battery (extra charge), and a
grid inverter is included when at least 3 are bought together. Whether powering a home or business, this
aesthetic and silent turbine efficiently produces surprising outputs. In areas with good wind conditions,
this turbine does the job. Additionally, color options abound to blend in with the environment or to match
a corporate identity.

4.5-METER MODEL
Coming Soon.

6-METER MODEL
The tallest model (6 meters) is a serious option for the large-scale production of electricity because
placing them in a group, or cooperative array, increases their productivity and ability to power a
centralized energy container or battery. They are especially relevant for corporations with strong roofs or
along parking lots and otherwise unused areas. Currently only available in fiberglass blades. You can
choose between a 3 or 5 kW generator.

OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

GREEN CHARGING SOLUTIONS
We offer a wide variety of high-quality charging units. Directly connected to the grid or off-grid and
equipped with power sockets and/or USB ports, our solutions allow companies, employees, and citizens
to charge their laptop, bike or scooter. The off-grid units are integrated with a solar panel and/or our
aesthetic 1-meter wind turbine. The energy generated is stored within the unit and available at the push
of a button. Our combined sun and wind station will produce sustainable energy regardless of the
weather.
Colors can be adjusted to match a corporate identity, to blend into the surroundings or to be spotted
easily by its users.

WIND & SUN
CHARGING

CHARGING POLE

CHARGING
BENCH

WALL AND
DRIVE-IN
CHARGING

SUN CHARGING
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THANK YOU
For more information, please contact us at info@terra.bz.

